Guide to Resumé Writing
What is a Resumé?
A resumé is a one or two page summary of
your skills, accomplishments, experiences,
and education. When preparing a resumé,
you are trying to capture a prospective
organization's interest or attention. The
goal of the resumé is to help you to get an
interview. You don't have to be a skilled
writer to write a great resumé.
Be prepared to write several drafts and
follow the suggestions in this guide. Keep in
mind that the time it takes to write a good
resumé is well spent!

?

Be Prepared
As you create your resumé, be sure to organize
your categories beginning with those that are
most relevant to the opportunity. Consider what
an organization is looking for in a candidate and
make it easy for the reader to notice those
qualifications by following these tips:
*SELL YOURSELF
*USE ACTIVE LANGUAGE
*LIST MOST RECENT INFO, FIRST
*CHECK FOR GRAMMAR
*USE CONSISTANT FORMATTING

How To Build Your Resumé
Typical Resumé Content Areas
Contact Information
Education
Work Experience
Activities, Honors, Leadership
Skills (Be specific)

Additional Content Headers
Volunteer Activities
Student Teaching/Clinical Experience
Certifications
Techinical/Computer Skills
Professional Affiliations
Language Proficiencies
Travel
Accomplishments
Military Experience
Related Coursework
Internship Experience

Things to Consider
Resumés should be tailored to the particular job you want, with specific
information emphasized in order to grab an employer’s attention. Always
customize your resumé for each position you apply for. Use the job
description as a guide: The information listed in the bullet points under
each job heading should highlight skills related to the requirements of
the job for which you are applying.
Margins: Adjust the margins to accommodate the look and length of
your resumé. Typical margins are 1", but narrower such as 1/2" is
acceptable.
Font: For ease of readability, use 12-point font. Sans serif fonts such as
Times New Roman or Garamond are easy to read and comprehend. Font
should be black, additional colors are not necessary.
Length: Most resumés are 1-2 full pages.
Appearance: Utilize consistent formatting and insert stylistic differences
through bold, italic, and underlined font, sparingly. A resumé should be
easy to read with appropriate white space.
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national origin, citizenship status, age, disability, genetic information, or veterans status in employment, education, and all other programs and activities. The following
person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding nondiscrimination policies: Director, Office of Equal Opportunity, 101 North Stevens Hall, 207.581.1226.

ACTION Words
Achieved
Acted
Activated
Acquired
Adapted
Addressed
Administered
Analyzed
Anticipated
Assembled
Assigned
Assisted
Audited
Budgeted
Calculated
Centralized
Changed

Collaborated
Composed
Condensed
Conducted
Constructed
Contracted
Converted
Coordinated
Counseled
Created
Cultivated
Customized
Demonstrated
Determined
Designed
Developed
Devised

Directed
Discovered
Drafted
Edited
Eliminated
Enabled
Energized
Enforced
Envisioned
Established
Evaluated
Expanded
Explained
Forecasted
Formed
Founded
Generated

Guided
Hired
Improved
Initiated
Informed
Inspected
Instituted
Interpreted
Interviewed
Introduced
Invented
Investigated
Improved
Jump-started
Lead
Launched
Maintained

Managed
Marketed
Minimized
Mobilized
Monitored
Motivated
Negotiated
Obtained
Opened
Operated
Organized
Originated
Oversaw
Performed
Persuaded
Pioneered
Planned

Prevented
Prioritized
Produced
Programmed
Promoted
Publicized
Published
Received
Recommended
Recruited
Reorganized
Repaired
Reported
Researched
Resolved
Restored
Reviewed

Revitalized
Scheduled
Selected
Simplified
Skilled
Solved
Staffed
Started
Strengthened
Surveyed
Supervised
Taught
Tested
Trained
Upgraded
Utilized
Wrote

When describing your experiences start
bullet points with ACTION words.
Use present tense for any current role and
past tense for previous experiences.

Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS)
When you apply online, your application materials are likely to be filtered through an applicant tracking
system (ATS). ATS collects, organizes and sometimes interprets your documents based on specific algorithms.
Sometimes, potential employers will utilize an ATS to determine which candidates meet their interview criteria.
When applying online, consider the following:
Use the job description as your guide to include key words and required qualifications.
Incorporate key words and be sure to include your experiences, strengths and skills as they correlate to
the qualifications and duties outlined in the job description.
Utilize common category headings and avoid text boxes, columns, headers and footers, uncommon fonts
and graphics/images.
Bold, underline, italics and simple bullets are typically compatible.
The goal is to get your resume in the hands of a hiring manager, so be sure to create an organized, reader
friendly document. Use an ATS friendly format by following the directions given in the application process
closely and provide them with the type of document they request. If they do not specify, .docX documents are
generally most compatible with ATS.

Pro
Tips

What Makes a Strong Resume?
Include in
your header:

Name, City,
State, and
contact info

Write a unique
resume for each
opportunity
Thoroughly read the job
description and research the
company. Describe your
knowledge, skills and
experiences in a way that
speaks directly to that
employer and position.

All experiences
have value
You learn great transferable
skills as a cashier, server, camp
counselor or ice cream scooper.
The question is: What skills
were learned and how will those
skills help in your next job?
Think beyond the job
description.

Include 5 key
elements with your
experiences
Make sure each position
on your resume has five
key elements: position
name, organization,
location, dates, and
descriptive bullet points.

Be specific with
your statements
Incorporate skills into
descriptive bullet points
under each header to prove
that you utilized that skill
instead of simply stating that
you have it.

Be kind to the reader
Format your resume,
consistently, to be read
quickly and have key
information highlighted.
Use bullets, not
paragraphs, and use
active language.

Bonus!

Use resume paper if you are
handing a resume to an
employer or sending via
traditional mail.
Invest in a padfolio to carry
your resumes to an interview
or career fair.
If references are requested,
list those on a separate page.

Frequently Asked Questions
Should I use a template?
Templates may be difficult to customize.
The best option is to create your resumé in
a Word or Google document. You can then
create your own headers and categories, as
well as use spacing, placement of items,
and bold, italics or underlining of text to
create a unique document.

How to Submit:
There are many ways to submit
resumés. The most important
aspect is following the website or
employer directions of how to
submit.
File Format: It is recommended to
save application materials as a PDF
or .docx when submitting
electronically.
Supplemental Materials: If a
cover letter is not requested, you
can still write and add one to your
application. This is great practice
and, if done well, can add to your
submission.
Email: Craft a concise and
professional email when sending
application documents. Make sure
documents are saved and named
appropriately. Use the advertised
job title as the subject of your
email message, citing any relevant
job numbers as noted in the job
posting.

References
Customization is
very important.
Create your
resumé to the
specific job
announcement.

Generally, references
should be provided
on a separate page.

Summary vs. Objective
It is a matter of what you want to tell the
employer. Summaries tell of what you can
bring to their company, while objectives let
them know what you are looking for in a
position. Often, objective statements are
useful at job and career fairs when
organizations are highering for multiple
positions. Additionally, an objective can
help you focus your resumés. Neither
summaries or objective statements are a
necessity to have on a resumé.

CV or Resumé?
Curriculum Vitae (CV) is commonly used in academic or research
settings. They are typically 4+ pages and tend to be consistently
added to with each new publication or research opportunity.
A resumé, on the other hand, is a shorter document meant to
highlight experiences that will lend themselves to obtaining a
professional position. These documents are unique to each job
opportunity, versus a continuance of adding on experiences like a CV.
***Amongst the international community (outside of the U.S. and
Canada, the terms resumé and CV are commonly used
interchangeably).

Contact the Career Center to schedule an
appointment if you have further questions
regarding application materials.
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